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 Background: In Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs), virtual backbone construction 
on the basis of dominating set becomes popular approach to enhance broadcasting and 
routing activities. Almost all broadcasting schemes that are based on connected-
dominating-set (CDS) require topology information related to the 1-hop or 2-hop 
neighborhood of each node, in addition to maintaining this information. Objective: To 
tackle these requirements, an enhanced distance-based neighbor protocol (ENP) is 
proposed and developed in this paper to collect and maintain 2-hop neighbor 
information within each node. Two threshold distances (min, max) are selected to let 
nodes broadcast hello packets when these distances are exceeded during their mobility. 
Threshold values have been selected with the aid of Multi-Attribute Decision Making 
(MADM) algorithm. Results: To investigate ENP performance, it has been 
implemented as the neighbor protocol for an established connected-dominating-set and 
both of them have been integrated with AODV routing protocol. ENP performance is 
compared with the original distance based-protocol used by CDS and with the periodic 
approach used by AODV, Besides that, ENP is compared with another event-based 
neighbor protocol. The simulation results showed that ENP has outperformed its 
competitors in terms of maintenance overhead, number of times the links broke and 
energy consumption. All the simulation runs have been carried out with QualNet v5.02. 
Conclusion: Our proposed protocol, ENP has made preemption in utilizing MCDM 
algorithm to select the most optimum threshold values, where, the algorithm follows an 
approach to determine a near to optimum solution that compromises between multiple 
conflicting parameters. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
MANETs have lack for some basic abilities that are already available in wired networks, such as the 

capability of nodes to get knowledge about their neighbors. MANETs are established without any centralized 
administration or communication infrastructure to be deployed in fields like habitat monitoring, emergency 
rescue sites, surveillance and tracking, etc. (Chlamtac I., et al. 2003) and (Yang L., et al. 2003). One of the most 
required characteristics in MANET is “self-configuration”, such that, mobile nodes have to coordinate 
themselves in order to achieve the tasks for which network has been established. In this study, the focus is given 
to an issue in self-configuration of MANETs which is neighbor discovery and maintenance of neighborhood 
information. The process of neighbor discovery consists of specifying all of nodes in the network that a given 
node can directly communicate with them.  

Neighborhood information is intrinsically needed in MANETs to achieve confined flooding as in this work. 
In many approaches for constructing dominating sets , 2-hop neighbor information is the minimum requirement, 
whether in source-dependent (Cheng, M.X., et al. 2006) and (Peng L., et al. 2012) or source- independent 
approaches (Han, B., et al. 2010 ) and (Jie W and Hailan L. 2001). To collect neighbor information, neighbor 
discovery must be done as a first step in the network initialization phase and since mobility is considered, this 
information needs to be maintained to adapt with the network topological changes. In this paper, a distance-
based neighbor protocol ‘ENP’ is suggested to gather and maintain 2-hop neighbor information. The protocol 
assumes the nodes are equipped with positioning devices. Hence, location information will be available for the 
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nodes. ENP efficiency have been tested and verified through several simulation scenarios with different 
transmissions ranges and networks sizes. 

 
Related Works: 

Neighbor discovery algorithms can be classified into two types supervised (centralized) and unsupervised 
(distributed) algorithms. In the supervised approach there must be a central node with higher processing 
capabilities acts as controller. This node investigates the topology configuration and sends to all other nodes 
their neighbor lists. Anyway centralized discovery approaches may consume a large amount of power and that’s 
why they do not fit well for ad hoc and sensor networks. In the upcoming review for neighbor discovery 
approaches the focus is made on the unsupervised category, where every host will discover its own neighbors 
with no support from central node. 

Vasudevan, S., et al. (2009) proposed a Coupon-Collector-based approach with a collision detection 
mechanism to make an improvement to ALOHA-like algorithm by the implementation of receiver status 
feedback which can yield ln(n) optimization, where n is the number of neighbors. In their work, authors tried to 
reduce the number of collisions at neighbor discovery phase and discussed and discussed the situation of global 
clock absence. Steven A. et al. (2006) proposed a neighbor discovery algorithm at the physical and data link 
layers, by developing an asynchronous, distributed and probabilistic-based algorithm to bypass the common 
synchronization constraints in algorithms developed by Nakano K and Olariu S (2000). Global synchronization, 
especially in large networks can incur a large expense to be maintained whether via algorithmic or hardware 
solutions. Authors have proposed a slotted-based approach for their algorithm, such that each node will have its 
own time-slotting with the same slot duration for all nodes but with a random offsets for the beginning of time-
slot at the other nodes. Nodes at each slot have to select between states of ‘send’ or ‘receive’ with probabilities 
Pt and Pr so Pt + Pr= 1. 

Khatibi  et al. (2010) proposed a quorum-based algorithm for neighbor discovery in ad hoc networks with 
directional antennas. Their algorithm falls within the deterministic category and it supports asynchronous 
discovery for the potential neighbors with a handshake mode for assurance of symmetric neighbor discovery. 
The authors have based their approach on the principal ideas of work made by Jehn-Ruey J., et al (2003) for 
neighbor discovery with asynchronous operation in wireless ad hoc networks. They aimed to resolve the 
deafness problem that arises when two potential neighbors try to communicate but both of them are in the 
transmit mode therefore a collision will occur. Angelosante, D., et al.(2010) proposed a neighbor discovery 
scheme at physical layer instead of network layer to avoid packet collisions which frequently occur in networks 
operating on frequency-flat Gaussian contention-based channel, in protocol-level approaches when a collision 
happens, nodes need to resend packets in order to be discovered and this in many cases not suitable for ad hoc 
networks which have a firm energy constraints.  

Mosko et al. (2002) proposed an event-based neighbor protocol known as neighbor exchange protocol 
(NXP). The key feature of the proposed protocol is to announce neighbors’ identifiers, states, and sequence 
numbers. The NXP comes with two distinct optimizations over the simple periodic neighbor protocols, in terms 
it limits hello packets broadcast to only conditions when its necessary to preserve the network topology and it 
employs sequence numbers when information is redistributed to facilitate the protocol convergence. The NXP 
associates its broadcast activity with the broadcast actions made by the MAC layer in eavesdropping approach, 
such that, nodes broadcast hello packet only if the MAC layer has not sent any other packet within a 
predetermined period. Ruiqin, Z. et al. (2007) utilized directional antenna in their neighbor discovery protocol 
which they named “Unaided Directional Neighbor Discovery” (UADND).  Their protocol can find neighbors 
only if transmission and reception were directional. UADND makes full utilization of directional transmission 
and reception with no need for information about nodes’ positions or synchronization information that is utilized 
by other neighbor discovery protocols. In UADND a cross layer design is adopted to combine directional 
neighbor discovery with the routing activity in MANET, which makes UADND a scenario-adaptive discovery 
protocol. 

 
Methodology (The Proposed Neighbor Protocol): 

In this study, a distance-based scheme is utilized to send “hello packets” with time-to-live, TTL=1 
whenever nodes detect a change at their location exceeds a certain threshold distance. A node determines 
whether there is a difference within its ‘x’ or ‘y’ coordinates greater than a predetermined threshold through a 
checking process achieved with polling at regular intervals. Depending on the selected checking interval, a 
better detection will be obtained. However, the interval’s duration depends also on the mobility rate of nodes. In 
this paper, the checking interval is set to one second to detect the change in nodes’ coordinates. Upon detection 
of a new link or a breakage of an existing link with a neighbor for a given node, the respective neighbor’s 
address will be added or deleted from the neighbor table of that node. 
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1. Collection and Arrangement Of Neighbor Information: 

Two tables’ structures are developed in ENP to store the neighborhood information within each node. 
• 1-hop neighbor table to store neighboring nodes located in the direct transmission range of a node. 
• 2-hop neighbor table to accommodate both 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors of a node in format which 

correlates each one-hop neighbor with its respective one-hop neighboring nodes. Some of these nodes are two-
hop neighbors for the node. 

 
Initially, both tables are empty; therefore two rounds of hello message broadcast are used to build the initial 

neighborhood information. The first round allows each node to announce about its existence so that its direct (1-
hop) neighbors can add it at their 1-hop neighbor tables. Thereafter with a certain duration depends on the 
propagation delay, nodes will repeat the hello message broadcast, but in this round all the 1-hop neighbor 
addresses will be piggybacked in the hello message. Upon reception of the second round’s hello packets, all the 
nodes will have complete 2-hop neighborhood information. In the subsequent broadcasts, hello packets should 
always include the 1-hop neighbor information for the given node beside that node address. Fig. 1 shows the 
structure of hello packet used in ENP. 

 

Mobility bit

Packet 
type

Neighbor 
list size

Node IDMBMABSBGWB RBunused 
bits

Node IP address

Neighbors IP addresses

Mobility ack bit

Stop bitRebuild bit

Gateway 
status bit

Size of the 
attached

neighbor list

 
Fig. 1: ENP “hello” packet structure 

 
The hello packet contains at its header a number of flag bits indicating the gateway status of broadcasting 

node, the mobility status whether it’s moving or stationary, and size of the attached neighbor list, the packet 
payload field will include the address of the broadcasting node besides the addresses’ list of its 1-hop neighbors. 
Functions of the flag bits in ENP hello packet are highlighted in table 1. 
 
Table 1: Flag bits in ENP hello packet     

Flag bit Description 
Gateway Indicates the gateway status of a node whether a node is dominating set element or not. 
Mobility Indicates the node was moving when it broadcasts the hello packets. 

 
Mobility 
Acknowledgment 

Activated in a hello packet broadcast by a node that’s already received a hello packet with activated MB bit. 

Stop A node broadcast hello packet with activated stop bit to indicate its stationary status. 
Rebuild Activated when a node aims to rebuild its neighbor tables after it has travelled for a distance exceeding the 

maximum threshold. 
 

2. Neighbor Tables’ Structures: 
Both 1-hop and 2-hop neighbor tables were implemented as linked-list to obtain better flexibility when 

dealing with the entries specifically when lists need to be sorted while keeping efficient use of the storage 
resources. Fig. 2 shows the 1-hop neighbor table used in ENP, each cell corresponds to one of the directly 
accessed neighbors. The cell includes neighbor’s address and a pointer to the next cell in the table. The last cell 
in the list has ‘Null’ value at the pointer field because it doesn’t point to any other cell. 
 

node IP 
address

next cell 
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node IP 
address

next cell 
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node IP 
address Null

Single cell

 
Fig. 2: The One-hop neighbor table structure  
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The procedure of creation a new cell to store the address of newly discovered neighbor in the 1-hop 

neighbor table is given in algorithm 1. 
 

Algorithm 1: Pseudo code to store a neighbor address at the neighbor table when a new hello packet is received 
1 Begin: 
2  Declare pointers current, previous, newNode     // pointers point to neighbor table’s cell data type. 
3  found= FALSE                                                    // initialize flag found to FALSE. 
4 previous = null, newNode = null 
5 current ← head [one-hop neighbor table]           // pointer current is set to the start of neighbor table. 
6   while current ≠ null do 
7       if cell(current).address = received neighbor address then 
8       found = TRUE  
9       exit while 
10     end if  
11     previous = current                                          // make the two pointer points to the same table’s. cell.                        
12     current = current.next                                   // move the current pointer to point to the next cell in the list.                    
13   end do 
14     if found = TRUE then 
15     neighbor is already, exit procedure 
16     else 
17     ++ size                                                                          // list size increased 
18     create new cell  
19     assign its location address to the “newNode Pointer”               
20     attach the newly created cell to neighbor list   
21    if previous = null then                                                   // check if list is empty.  
22     head[one-hop neighbor table] = newNode                   // new neighbor is the first element in the list.          
23     else 
24     previous.next = newNode                                            // attach the newly created cell to the end of  list.       
25     end if 
26     newNode→next = null 
27     end if 
28    End 

 
In the first section of the algorithm three pointers are defined. The newNode pointer is assigned the address 

of the newly created cell while the current and previous pointers are employed to find the insertion place for the 
created cell. In lines between 5 and 13, the algorithm checks whether the address in the received hello packet 
already exists in the table or not. In case it was there, found flag is set to true and the algorithm terminates in the 
next if-statement at line 15 since there is no need to add another copy of the same address. Otherwise, size of the 
neighbor table is incremented by one and a new cell is created to accommodate the new address in lines 17 and 
18 respectively. Finally the new cell is attached to the neighbor table as stated in the lines between 21 and 26 
from the algorithm through the last if-else statement. In line 21 the neighbor table is checked if it is empty, if so, 
the newly created cell is added as the first one in the table by giving address of the newNode pointer to the head 
pointer which is always points to the first cell in the table. In case the table was not empty, the new cell will be 
attached as the last table’s cell through the assignment made in line 24, the ‘next’ pointer which have a null 
value in the formerly last cell, is assigned the address value of the newNode pointer to make it points to the 
newly added cell whereas the ‘next’ pointer of this cell is assigned a null value since it became the last cell in 
the table. 

In the 2-hop neighbor table, cells tend to include more details, besides the basic information such as the 
neighbors’ addresses, each cell contains flags indicating the gateway and mobility status of the respective 
neighbor. The flags values for each neighbor are updated when a hello packet is received from that neighbor. 
Fig. 3 gives the schematic diagram for a cell in the 2-hop neighbor table in part (a) and an overview for the 
whole table in part (b). Cells in the 2-hop neighbor table are compound to accommodate the 2-hop neighbor 
information. Every cell has a link to a secondary list that includes neighbors of the neighbor. With this 
arrangement both of the one and two hop neighbor information is accommodated in one compound neighbor 
table. 
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Fig. 3: Two-hop neighbor table structure in ENP 

 
Algorithm 2, gives the pseudo code for the steps followed to store a neighbor address with the respective 1-

hop neighbor list of that neighbor in the 2-hop neighbor table. 
 
Algorithm 2: Pseudo code to store a neighbor with its one-hop neighbor list in the two-hop neighbor table  
1  Begin: 
2   Declare pointers current, previous, newList        // pointers point to compound cell in the 2-hop neighbor table 
3   Declare pointers current2, previous2, newNode   // pointers point to a simpler cell accommodates only the  
4                                                                                 // neighbor address as in algorithm 1. 
5    integer array_size = size of the received neighbor list // number of neighbors for a 1-hop neighbor. 
6    integer i , size                                                         // loop index and size of the two-hop neighbr table.                                                                                                    
7    bool found = FALSE ,                       
8     previous = null, newList = null 
9     current ← head [two-hop neighbor table] // pointer current is set to the head of 2-hop neighbor table // when a new hello packet is 
received, the neighbor address at the packet is checked if it exists in the   //  table, if so, just the flags correspond to that neighbor will be 
updated. 
10   while current ≠ null do 
11    if cell(current).address = received neighbor address then         
12      found = TRUE    
13     update the flags status with contents of the received hello packet // update the status of the  // mobility,gateway and stop flags                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
14     exit while 
15     end if 
16     previous = current        // assign current pointer to the previous pointer. 
17     current = current.next  // move the current pointer to the next cell in the list, by giving it the value // of the next pointer of the cell 
which is currently pointed by it.  
18   end do 
19   if found ≠ TRUE then      
20   ++size                               // increase the size of the two-hop neighbor table 
21     create new compound cell and assign its location address to the newList pointer 
22     store details of the broadcasting neighbor in the created cell, including flags and neighbor address // start copying addresses from the 
received packet to the secondary list attached to the main cell // that corresponds to the table entry of the brodacasting neighbor. 
23   for i = 1 to array_size 
24  current2 = head[secondary_list]   // pointer current2 is set to point to the head of the secondary list // which stores neighbors of the 
broadcasting neighbor.     
25  previous2 = null 
26  while current2 ≠ null do          // move pointer “current2” to the insertion place. 
27    previous2 = current2 
28   current2 =current2 → next 
29    end do 
36     create new cell and assign its location address to the the newNode pointer 
37     store address of the new neighbor at the cell pointed by newNode pointer // attach the newly created cell to the secondary list 
38     if previous2 = null then                           // check if the secondary list is empty 
39     head[secondary_list] = newNode     // assign address of the first created cell in the sceondary  
40     //  list to the head pointer of the secondary list 
41     else 
42     previous2 → next = newNode   // if list isn’t empty, the new created cell will be added at the end of  // the list   
43     end if 
44  end for // attach the newly created compound cell to the 2-hop neighbor table. 
45     if previous = null then                    // check if the two-hop neighbor list is empty 
46     head[two-hop neighbor table] = newList   // assign address of the first created compound cell in the // 2-hop neighbor table to the head 
pointer of the table. 
47   else                                                                  
48     previous → next = newList    // if table is not empty, the newly created compound cell is added at // end of the list. 
49  end if 
50     end if  
51 End 
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In algorithm 2, two types of pointers have been defined, pointers current, previous and newList are declared 

to handle the compound cells illustrated in Fig. 3 whereas pointers cuurent2, previous2 and newNode are 
declared to handle cells in the secondary lists attached to the compound cells. Then, size of neighbors’ list of the 
received neighbor address is obtained and stored in the ‘array_size’ variable integer. Size of the two-hop 
neighbor table is also declared, which is going to be incremented in case the received neighbor address does not 
exist at the table. Lines between 10 and 18 from the algorithm checks whether the received address is previously 
registered at the table. If so, the Boolean flag ‘found’ is set to TRUE and the related flags (mobility, gateway 
status, etc.) in the respective entry are updated with the new values obtained from the received hello packet. In 
case the received address does not exist in the table, the table size is increased by one and a new compound cell 
is created to store the new neighbor address with its flags. Furthermore, the 1-hop neighbors of the received 
address which were piggybacked in the received hello packet will be stored in the secondary list attached to the 
compound cell that was created in the previous step. The storage and arrangement of the neighbors’ addresses in 
the secondary list are made one by one as shown in lines between 23 and 44. A for-loop is utilized to store the 
piggybacked neighbors, their number is already known from a previous step from the algorithm. The number of 
piggybacked neighbors ‘array_size’ is used as the for-loop upper bound and with each loop iteration, a new 
neighbor is added into the end of the secondary list. Therefore, with each iteration, the pointer current2 is 
initialized to the start of the list and traverses the whole list, such that, when it reaches the end of list, the new 
neighbor address is added. This is achieved via while-loop in lines between 26 and 29 whereas the attachment of 
the new cell is made through the steps in lines between 38 and 43 in the same fashion as the attachment made in 
algorithm 1. When the for-loop terminates in line 44, the newly created compound cell is inserted at the end of 
the two-hop neighbor table, also in the same manner followed in algorithm 1. 
 
3. Neighbor Information Update: 

To keep track the changes may occur in the surrounding topology of a node due to the mobility of node 
itself and its respective neighbors. Two thresholds distance are selected minimum ‘Thmin’ and maximum ’Thmax’, 
when anyone of them is exceeded during a node movement, a number of steps are taken by that node to check if 
any of the links with its neighbors has broken or if it has gained any new neighbors as a result to its location 
change. In the following, an explanation for the procedure followed when Thmin distance is exceeded through the 
nodes’ movement. 
• The node broadcast a hello packet includes the addresses of its one-hop neighbor set in addition to its own 
address. In this packet a flag bit indicating the node mobility is enabled. 
• Upon reception of this packet, neighbors will update or create an entry for the broadcasting mobile node. If 
such entry exists then its lifetime value will be refreshed by increasing it with an amount known as active-
neighbor-timeout which is set to 2000 msec. Otherwise, the mobile host will be added as a new neighbor in a 
new entry and the corresponding lifetime field will be initialized to value equals 3000 msec. 
• Neighbors of the mobile host will reply by broadcasting hello packets with enabled mobility-ack bit. This 
action will allow the mobile host to get knowledge about its new potential neighbors. 
• When a node detects there is no change within its ‘x’ or ‘y’ coordinates after the monitoring interval, it will 
broadcast a hello packet with activated ‘stop bit’ to inform all of its neighbors about its stationary status. 
• When an entry for a mobile neighbor is created or updated due to receiving hello packet from that neighbor, 
then a timer is initialized for this event. 

The receiving host expects to receive another hello packet with activated ‘stop bit’ or ‘mobility bit’ to 
declare whether the mobile host has stopped roaming or otherwise, if no such packet is received during the timer 
interval, then the link with that neighbor is considered broken and the neighbor entry will be deleted from the 
neighbor table. In this work a duration of five seconds is considered as a time-out period since all nodes when 
moving in the created scenarios got a maximum speed of 10 meters/sec. The assumption for the time-out period 
is inspired by other approaches like the AODV which considers a neighbor time-out period equal to two seconds 
which is based on its calculation on two AODV parameters, namely:  AODV-ALLOWED-HELLO-LOSS with 
default value of two times allowed for hello loss and AODV-HELLO-INTERVAL. 

When the traversed distance exceeds Thmax, the following steps are taken: 
• Mobile host will free both its 1-hop and 2-hop neighbor tables after a short delay and proceeds with 
broadcasting hello packet with the same contents as in the procedure followed in the first case, but for this time 
the ‘rebuild flag’ is enabled. 
• Neighbors that are received the hello packet will update their neighbor tables with contents of the packet, 
and respond by broadcasting hello packet with activated ‘mobility-ack’ bit. Mobile host will utilize its 
neighbors’ replies to rebuild its neighbor tables with fresh information. 

The idea behind deleting all the entries after traversing a distance exceeding the maximum threshold is to 
build neighbor tables with up-to-date information, considering that mobile host has changed its location with a 
relatively large distance. Therefore it is more convenient to refresh the entire neighbor tables with new entries. 
A pictorial description for the procedures described above is given in the flowcharts of figures 4 and 5 
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respectively.  This first flowchart in Fig. 4 describes the actions taken by a mobile host when it exceeds any of 
the specified threshold distances as well as when it stops moving, while the second one in Fig 5 describes the 
steps followed by a node when it receives hello packets. Table 2 lists the abbreviations of terms used throughout 
flowcharts in figures 4 and 5.   

 
Table 2: Abbreviations of terms used in figures 4 and 5 

Term Abbreviation 
Traversed Distance DT 
Gateway Status GWS 
Neighbor Table NT. 
Acknowledgement  Ack. 
One-hop Neighbor Set N1 
Broadcasting Node BN. 
Receiving Node RN. 
New Neighbor Addition NNA 
Mobility Acknowledgment  MACK 

 
In Fig. 4 when a node stops moving it will broadcast hello packet with enabled stop bit. This bit is also used 

to prevent probable redundant broadcasts for the hello packet in the subsequent checking intervals in case the 
node is still in a stationary mode. In flowchart of Fig. 5, the receiving node checks what flag is enabled in the 
received hello packet. In cases of mobility or mobility acknowledgement flags, the node updates the respective 
entry of the broadcasting node and re-determines its gateway status in case of new neighbor addition, whereas in 
case of enabled rebuild flag, the receiving node updates the respective entry of the broadcasting node and 
broadcast hello packets with its 1-hop neighbor list. 

 
 

start

Node starts moving

 checks the traversed 
distance (dx1, dx2, dy1dy2)

 initializes a timer to free its 
1-hop and 2-hop NTs

 Broadcasts a Pkt with 
enabled ‘rebuild’ flag bit
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Fig. 4: Broadcast actions taken by a mobile node when Thmax or Thmin are exceeded in ENP 
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Fig. 5: Procedure followed by a node when receiving hello packets in ENP 

 
4. Threshold Values Selection For ENP Protocol: 

To select the proper values for the threshold distances Thmin and Thmax, a range of values is examined for 
both of them as shown in table 3. Each value in the first row is examined against all values in the second row. In 
this way 56 pairs of maximum and minimum thresholds are examined. The checking process is applied for all 
network scenarios developed in the performance examination section, because nodes in networks with different 
sizes are likely require different threshold distances to broadcast at which their neighborhood information. 
 
Table 3: Maximum and minimum inspected thresholds 

Maximum threshold distances  80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 
Minimum threshold distances 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 - 

 
In the context of thresholds selection, ENP has been incorporated as the neighbor protocol for a CDS and 

both have been integrated with AODV protocol with the simulation parameters listed in table 4. 
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Table 4: The adopted parameters of the created networks scenarios in QualNet software package 

Parameter Value 
Network size 25, 50, 75, 100, 125 (nodes) 
Terrain area 1500m * 1500m 
MAC layer protocol IEEE 802.11 b/g/n 
Node speed 0 -10 m/s [Qualnet default] 
Pathloss model Two way 
Mobility model Random-waypoint 
Simulation time 12000 sec 
Node pause-time 30s 
Nodes placement Random 
Antenna type Omni directional antenna 
Packet size 512 bytes 

 
Three performance metrics have been selected to be observed at each simulation run with every individual 

pair of thresholds. This to assist in determining which values can be used with each inspected network size. The 
metrics to be examined are: maintenance overhead, data delivery and link broken count. Data obtained from the 
observations are applied to a multi-criteria decision making algorithm, known as Technique for Ordered 
Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS). This algorithm assists in determining thresholds that 
achieve trade-off between the conflicting selected metrics, as explained in the following: 

 
Technique For Ordered Preference By Similarity To Ideal Solution (TOPSIS): 

TOPSIS is a MCDM algorithm assumes the existence of two imaginary solutions which are located out of 
the attainable solutions group (Deng, 2010) and (Tian et al., 2010). The first solution is known as the ideal 
solution and encompasses the best obtained values collected from different feasible alternatives for the 
considered attributes, while the second solution is defined as the negative-ideal solution and comprises the worst 
values for the considered attributes. The best solution A* is that one which has the shortest Euclidean distance 
from the ideal solution and the farthest distance from the negative-ideal solution A-. Vector normalization is 
used in TOPISIS at which the normalized value of the outcome of the ith alternative in respect to the jth criterion 
is determined according to eq. 1. 

 
rij =                (1) 

 
When the weighted normalized matrix is obtained, the ideal, A* and the negative-ideal, A- solutions are 

determined as shown in equations 2and 3 respectively. 
 

A* = { * * * *
1 2, , ... , ,...,j nv v v v  }            (2) 

 

A- = { 1 2, , ... , ,...,j nv v v v− − − −   }             (3) 
 
The following step is calculation of the separation measure for each alternative from the ideal and the 

negative-ideal solutions as shown in equations 4and 5 respectively. 
 

= * 2

1
( v )

n

ij j
j

v
=

−∑  ,   i= 1, 2, …. , m            (4) 

 

 = 2

1
( )

n

ij j
j

v v −

=

−∑  ,   i= 1, 2, …. , m            (5) 

 
Last step is calculation of the relative closeness of each alternative from the ideal solution, as shown in eq. 

6. 
 

  / ( )                                  (6) 
 
where 0  for i= 1, 2, .., m 
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From eq. 6, it is clear  =1 if Ai = A* and  = 0 if Ai = A-. A solution Ai is closer to A* if as  approaches 

to 1. Table 5 displays the values for Thmin and Thmax obtained from the application of SAW and TOPSIS 
algorithms on the data obtained from trying the 56 threshold pairs in table 3. The set of weights used with both 
algorithms were as follows: data delivery (0.55), link breakage (0.15) and finally the overhead is assigned 
weight of 0.3. The summation of weights for all criteria must equal to 1. The thresholds obtained with TOPSIS 
algorithm are considered by ENP protocol to get the results shown in the next section. 

 
Table 5: Thresholds values obtained with TOPSIS algorithm 

Network size TOPSIS threshold values 
THmin THmax 

25 20 m 80 m 
50 25 m 100 m 
75 30 m  110 m 
100 35 m  120 m 
125 40 m 120 m 

 
Results: 

In order to examine the efficiency of ENP, it has been incorporated as the neighbor protocol for a CDS and 
both have been implemented with AODV routing protocol with the simulation parameters shown table 4. ENP 
performance is compared against the original distance-based neighbor protocol used in CDS (Jie W and Hailan 
L. 2001) and dominant pruning (DP) (Spohn M. and Garcia-Luna-Aceves J, 2003). ENP is compared also with 
the periodic approach followed by AODV routing protocol. For this purpose, CDS and dominant pruning 
approaches are investigated and incorporated with AODV protocol, while three metrics are considered for the 
comparison, namely: 

 
• Maintenance overhead, 
• Link breakage, 
• Energy consumption. 

 
In the carried simulation runs, network size has been varied to figure out how the size and nodes’ 

connectivity could affect neighbor discovery performance. Simulation time has been set for 12000 sec in all 
implemented scenarios to emulate the same time duration in some real life applications. All simulations have 
been carried out with QualNet version 5.02 (Scalable network technologies, 2010). 

I- Maintenance overhead: is the number of hello packets broadcast to keep neighbor information up-to-date 
at each node. This overhead has a direct impact on the energy consumption and hence the nodes’ batteries 
charge, therefore it is important to select threshold values that minimize overhead. However, this requirement 
can contradict with the other metrics. While more precise neighbor information is necessary to achieve better 
flooding decisions and hence more efficient routing, collection of such information and keeping it up-to-date 
especially in the presence of high nodes mobility needs additional hello packets to be broadcast and in 
consequence an increased overhead. The same applies for the number of times the links broke, where more 
consistent neighbor information is required to keep links breakage at lower rates. In Fig. 6 parts a, b and c, the x-
axes represent the network size in terms of number of nodes whereas the y-axes represent the protocols 
overhead in terms of broadcast hello packets. Parts of the figures correspond to results obtained at transmissions 
ranges of 200m, 300m and 400m respectively. 

II- Link breakage: Fig. 7 shows the average number of times for links breakages in the examined neighbor 
protocols that have been implemented in scenarios with transmissions ranges of 200m, 300m, and 400m 
respectively. It is clear from the figure, that ENP outperforms its competitors specifically when network size 
gets larger. Parts b and c from the figure represent scenarios with transmission ranges of 300m and 400m 
respectively and they have shown that ENP still performs better in these ranges with the all inspected network 
sizes, especially in 400m range where it makes a significant difference from the other approaches. 

III- Energy Consumption: At any network simulator, battery models emulate the characteristics of real-life 
batteries and can be used to foretell their behavior under various conditions of charging and discharging. Battery 
model is a good means for battery-driven network design approach, since it provides the analysis of the battery 
discharge under different design conditions (Scalable network technologies, 2010). QualNet simulator provides 
three different battery models, namely: 
• Precise life estimator, 
• Precise residual life estimator, 
• Linear model. 
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The last estimator type is considered in this paper, which is a simple linear model based on the coulomb 

counting technique, that accumulates the dissipated coulombs from the beginning of the discharge cycle and 
estimates the remaining capacity based on the difference between the accumulated value and a pre- recorded 
full-charge capacity, where the battery is discharged as a function of discharge current load. A comparison is 
made between the proposed and reference neighbor protocols in terms of the energy consumed in transmit and 
receive modes. Fig. 8 shows the energy consumed by ENP and the other investigated approaches in transmit and 
receive modes with 200m, 300m, and 400m transmission ranges respectively. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Maintenance overhead obtained with ENP and the other inspected protocols with nodes’ transmission 
ranges of 200m in part-a, 300m in part-b and 400m in part-c 
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Fig. 7: Links breakages obtained with ENP and the other inspected protocols with nodes’ transmission ranges of 
200m in part-a, 300m in part-b and 400m in part-c 
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Fig. 8: Energy consumed b y ENP and the other approaches in transmit and receive modes with nodes’ 
transmission ranges of 200m in part-a, 300m in part-b and 400m in part-c 

 
Discussion: 

From Fig. 6 part a, a noticeable margin can be seen between the maintenance overhead obtained with ENP 
from the other neighboring protocols employed with the examined flooding schemes with all network sizes that 
have been inspected. This situation continues to hold true with the two other scenarios that have been run with 
transmission ranges of 300m and 400m in parts b and c respectively. This is due to the considerable saving in 
number of hello packet broadcasts compared with traditional periodic broadcast approach adopted by AODV. 
The ‘hello’ broadcast interval used by AODV in all simulation runs is equal to 2.5 sec. Also the addition of the 
threshold distances to ENP gives it extra saving over the traditional distance-based neighboring approaches 
utilized with the CDS and DP flooding schemes.  

Fig. 7 illustrated the average number of link breakages in the examined neighbor protocols. The superiority 
of ENP over the other approached is attributed to the responsive nature of the protocol which reacts quickly to 
any change in the nodes positions, since every node broadcast “Hello Packet” whenever its exceeds the 
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predetermined threshold during its movement. The thresholds themselves, have been calculated wisely by the 
employed MCDM algorithm which made the trade-off between the conflicting metrics. In respect to energy 
consumption, Fig. 8 shows that nodes with ENP consume less energy that what they do with remaining 
approaches. This stems from the fact that ENP has featured the lowest maintenance overhead and link breakage 
number among its competitors and both of them are factors influence the rate of energy consumption at nodes. It 
can be seen also, the raise in energy consumption in parts 2 and 3 of the figure in transmit mode half, and this is 
quite anticipated due to the rise in transmission range to 300m and 400m respectively. The second half from the 
figure shows the curves of the consumed energy by ENP and the other approaches in the receive mode and with 
same sequence of transmissions ranges that were tried previously. Raise of energy consumption is clear in this 
half with each increment step in nodes transmission range, where this is due to the significant rise in the number 
of recipient nodes at higher transmission ranges. 

In addition to the investigated neighboring approaches employed with the examined flooding schemes, i.e. 
(CDS, DP, and AODV), ENP performance is compared against those of other work. For comparison, one 
neighbor discovery and maintenance protocol is selected, the Neighbor Exchange Protocol (NXP) developed by 
Mosko et al. (2002). Authors of NXP built their network scenarios under conditions similar to that used with 
ENP in terms of network density, mobility model, speed of nodes and the MAC layer protocol in use. Their 
results have shown that, the data delivery ratio achieved with the periodic neighbor protocol they investigated 
which is the Extended Ad hoc broadcast protocol (AHBP-EX), is in some cases higher than that obtained with 
their own developed protocol. On the other hand, the data delivery ratios achieved with ENP when it is 
implemented with CDS as a neighbor protocol are close to that obtained with AODV which utilizes a periodic 
neighboring approach. The results obtained from our simulation runs, show marginal differences between the 
delivered data amounts achieved with ENP and the periodic approach used by AODV. In order to compare ENP 
performance against that of NXP in terms of data delivery ratio, four out of the five scenarios that have been 
created in the original work are re-implemented with ENP as the neighbor protocol and with same simulation 
parameters mentioned in the respective paper. Three broadcasting schemes have been used in the simulation 
runs carried by NXP authors, where NXP has been incorporated with them as a neighbor protocol, the schemes 
were: Dominant Pruning (DP) which is investigated in this study, Ad-hoc Broadcast Protocol (AHBP) and 
Extended AHBP (AHBP-EX). For comparison purpose, ENP has been integrated with both CDS and DP as 
flooding schemes while the created scenarios have been run for 300 sec, the same as in the original work. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9: Data delivery ratios achieved with ENP and NXP neighbor protocols 
 
In Fig.9, the x-axis represents the hello broadcast interval in seconds and the y-axis represents the data 

delivery ratios. It can be seen from the figure, that the data delivery ratio achieved with the periodic protocol 
(AX-PR), NXP protocol when it has been integrated with DP (DP-NXP) and AHBP_EX (AX-NXP) 
respectively, degrades with the rise of hello broadcast interval. This reflects a relationship between the 
performance of these protocols and the broadcast interval of the hello packets. On the other hand, ENP is quite 
independent from the selected hello interval since it is distance-based protocol and therefore its achieved 
delivery ratio is near to that obtained with the pure flooding approach, this is when it is integrated with CDS or 
DP flooding schemes. 
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Conclusion: 

In this study, an enhanced distance-based neighbor protocol is developed to obtain and consistently 
maintain 2-hop neighborhood information at each node which is a crucial requirement for efficient CDS 
constructing.  ENP protocol has outperformed the original neighbor protocol used with CDS [6] in respect of 
maintenance overhead and percentage of broken links with all transmission ranges and network sizes that have 
been tried in this work, and it has always exceeded both of AODV and DP in terms of aforementioned 
performance metrics. This apparent optimization is attributed to the employment of two distance thresholds that 
leads to discreet usage of hello packet broadcast and up-to-date two-hop neighbor information. As a future 
work, threshold selections can be achieved with aid of an intelligent algorithm such as the Genetic Algorithm or 
the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). In this way, the investigated population can accommodate large scale 
of threshold values and hence more appropriate selection will be achieved, and this will be positively reflected 
on the protocol performance. 
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	1 Begin:
	3  found= FALSE                                                    // initialize flag found to FALSE.
	6   while current ≠ null do
	7       if cell(current).address = received neighbor address then
	8       found = TRUE
	9       exit while

